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Welcome.
We hope to provide you with a safe & positive virtual
recruitment experience - one that encourages you in your
journey to find a welcoming and supportive community here
at Cal. This guide is intended to provide you with
comprehensive information related to UC Berkeley
Panhellenic sororities, the Primary Recruitment process, and
the unique challenges we are facing due to COVID-19.



On behalf of the Panhellenic Council, we thank you for your interest in the CalGreeks
community. We believe there is a place in our community for all interested womxn. Fall
Primary Recruitment is a great way for you to meet womxn from the 13 participating chapters,
and come to a decision as to where you feel most comfortable. This week is going to be a
whirlwind, but at the same time, a very memorable part of your college experience.
Recruitment is one week of a lifelong commitment to sisterhood!  As you begin the process of
Recruitment, we encourage you to ask questions in order to learn as much as possible about
our chapters and members. Please do not hesitate to use your Recruitment Counselor and the
Panhellenic Recruitment Team as resources- they're here to make this the best possible
experience for you! We understand how overwhelming Recruitment can be in any given year,
and 2020 has proven to be no exception. As our nation remains in the midst of a racial,
economic, and health crisis, Panhellenic will continue to address the systemic issues within
Greek life. As we strive to be an inclusive and accessible community, we hope Panhellenic will
lead you to find a home away from home,and be an unforgettable experience that will leave a
special mark on your time at Cal.

Fraternally, UC Berkeley Recruitment Team
Lauren Kapp, Panhellenic Vice President of Membership
Tamara Pantić, Panhellenic Head Recruitment Counselor 

Camellia Edalat, Panhellenic President
Frank Albergo, Panhellenic Advisor, LEAD Center, UC Berkeley

Greetings Potential New Members!
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What is Panhellenic?
'Panhellenic' is used or defined in 2 primary ways. 

First being the National Panhellenic Conference (NPC). NPC is the national
umbrella organization to which 26 women's organization (sororities) belong -
12 of which have chapters here at UC Berkeley. NPC is the entity through which
Panhellenic sororities nationally make unanimous decisions related to
processes, procedures, and action.

Here at Cal, you'll more typically hear 'Panhellenic' used in reference to the
Panhellenic Council or Panhellenic community. The council is comprised of 12
elected sorority members who work to advocate for and elevate the
Panhellenic sorority experience through education, programs, and initiatives.

The Panhellenic community is 1 of the 4 social Greek communities at the
University and claims almost 2,000 total members. Currently, 14 sororities are
a part of the Panhellenic community - 13 of which participate in the Primary
Recruitment process.
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Fall Primary Recruitment
Simply put, primary recruitment is the process by which potential new members (you) can join
a Panhellenic sorority.

It is the only recruitment period in which potential new members visit 13 of the Panhellenic
chapters at UC Berkeley in search of a chapter that best aligns with their interest and values.

It is a fully structured, multi-day process rooted in mutual selection.

What 'mutual selection' means is that during primary recruitment you will start by visiting all
13 participating chapters. After each day you will meet with your recruitment counselor and
rank the chapters that you would like to return to the next day. As you are narrowing down
your choices, as are the chapters. Just as you will be limited in the number of organizations
you may return to, the chapters are limited on the number of women to whom they can invite
back each round.

You're also going to hear us talk about this process being 'values based'. Values Based
Recruitment means that this process is rooted in finding alignment between personal and
organizational values. The goal is to emphasize finding connection through shared interests,
experiences, and values versus more superficial aspects or characteristics.
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Recruitment Lingo
POTENTIAL NEW MEMBER (PNM):   Any womxn interested in becoming a member who is matriculated and eligible
according to the Panhellenic recruitment requirements.

RECRUITMENT COUNSELOR (RC):   A Panhellenic representative who has no contact with their own chapter during
membership recruitment and whose purpose is to guide women through the recruitment process and answer
questions.

ACTIVE MEMBER:   A member who has been initiated into a sorority and participates in chapter activities at the
collegiate level

ICS:   "Interactive Collegiate Solutions". Recruitment software used for registration, chapter selections, and
constructing individual schedules throughout recruitment.

'PARTY':   an event at a sorority chapter on any day of recruitment.

BID:   an invitation to join a sorority or fraternity

CHAPTER:   a campus-based organization of a national or international sorority or fraternity.

'PARTY':   an event at a sorority chapter on any day of recruitment.

INITIATION:  A ceremony during which new members become active members, receiving lifelong membership
privileges.

LEGACY:   someone whose mother or sister is a member of a particular Greek- letter organization. Definition of
legacy differs among chapters so please check with individual definitions.

NEW MEMBER:  An individual who has accepted a bid but is not yet an initiated member.
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Cal
Greek
Core
Values

   From serving on committees, to holding an officer position in your chapter, to becoming a member of the Panhellenic
Executive Council, the leadership roles in the Panhellenic community are plentiful.  Beyond opportunities to lead within
chapters and in the council, being a member of UC Berkeley Greek life and Panhellenic leads you to possibilities both on-
campus and off-campus. Countless women have received research positions, received employment offers, and learned
about organizations in which they could develop leadership skills through networking within the community.

   As one of the four pillars of the CalGreeks community, scholarship plays an important role in every Panhellenic womxn’s
life. Our chapters seek to provide women with the resources they need to thrive academically, including compiled study
materials, professional development workshops, and scholarship opportunities. On a Panhellenic level, events like
Panhellenic Study Hours provide our women with opportunities to enhance their educational experiences while also
making new connections within the community. Our continued emphasis on scholarship explains why the all Panhellenic
Cumulative GPA (3.48 in Fall 2019) remains consistently higher than the All Cal Cumulative GPA (3.38 in Fall 2019).

   Collectively, we have contributed thousands of hours and raised thousands of dollars to benefit over thirty different
causes. Not only do sorority members donate their time to help their nationally-affiliated philanthropies and foundations,
but also to help our local community. Examples include our participation in the Berkeley Project, tutoring Berkeley and
Oakland youth, and hosting both our annual Trick-or-Greek event, in which we open our community to local elementary
school children for Halloween activities and candy, and our Greek-wide clean-ups, in which members from each chapter
help clean the streets of the city of Berkeley.

Leadership

Scholarship

   The time spent as a Panhellenic woman leads to lifelong bonds of sisterhood and friendship with members of your
chapter and women of the Panhellenic community as a whole.  Friendship and social support are what get you through
the highs and lows of college life, and the Panhellenic community is full of it.

Friendship

Service
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Leadership

The virtual semester will not inhibit any leadership
opportunities within our community. All will still be

present and open for members to participate.

The Panhellenic Community provides endless
opportunities for one to enhance their leadership
skills as well as make an impact on this community
and beyond. Within each chapter, there are
leadership positions that are centered around
philanthropy, sustainability, health and wellness,
finances, judicial processes, and so much more.
Members can apply to any position that interests
them and make the most out of their term.
Additionally, members can serve on the Panhellenic
Executive Council to engage in larger community
discussions and support all members regardless of
their chapter.

Virtual Leadership
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Service
     Even with the uncertainty that the last few months have
brought, these chapters have all continued to serve and
create positive change.Throughout this period each
chapter has found different ways to give back to our
struggling world whether that be through Covid-19 Relief
fundraisers, writing thank you letters to first-responders,
or hosting Black Lives Matter fundraisers for organizations
that directly support those in our local community.

     The Panhellenic Chapter’s of the CalGreek
community are extremely dedicated to serving their
community through a number of different
philanthropies and organizations. Each chapter has
at least one philanthropy organization that they
focus on giving back to through annual events.
Chapters also work to create new ways to give back
to their community through working with other
chapters to host joint events for causes important
to them. Collectively, the chapters raise thousands
of dollars each year through meaningful
contributions and events.

Virtual Philanthropy
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Scholarship
     As members of the Panhellenic Community, we
are dedicated to academic excellence and
prioritizing our studies over our other
commitments. To help members of our community
thrive and succeed, we provide a variety of
resources such as study buddies, compiled study
materials, study tables, professional development
workshops, and other events and activities to make
for a collaborative and allied environment. Our
continued emphasis on scholarship explains why
the all Panhellenic Cumulative GPA (3.48 in Fall
2019) remains consistently higher than the All Cal
Cumulative GPA (3.38 in Fall 2019).

    As we approach remote learning for the Fall semester,
our dedication to our scholarship pursuits goes
unwavered. We will be holding most of our planned events
virtually. Although we will not be allowed to meet face to
face, our Panhellenic team is working towards ways we
can still make for a collaborative environment and allow
those in our community to make valuable connections.

Virtual Scholarship
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Friendship
     There are many aspects in our community that
facilitate lifelong friendships and create impactful
memories of your entire college experience. From
recruitment to your first semester as a new member
to finding your big and later on your little to living in
your chapter house, there are a multitude of
avenues that not only help you find your best
friends but also constantly make new connections.
There are inter-sorority mixers and Panhellenic
wide events, such as Giants Night, benefit concerts,
basketball games & bbqs, that introduce you to
members of the greater community.

     While it may seem difficult to make these connections
and friendships during the virtual semester, it is most
definitely not as challenging as it may seem. Chapters will
be having a variety of virtual programming such as movie
nights, trivia nights, etc that will still encompass what you
get out of an in-person experience. There will still be
big/little, and many Panhellenic events for you to attend!

Virtual Semester
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The right to be treated as an individual 
The right to be fully informed about the recruitment process 
The right to ask questions and receive true and objective answers from recruitment counselors
and members 
The right to be treated with respect 
The right to be treated as a capable and mature person without being patronized 
The right to ask how and why and receive straight answers 
The right to have and express opinions to recruitment counselors 
The right to have inviolable confidentiality when sharing information with recruitment counselors
The right to make informed choices without undue pressure from others 
The right to be fully informed about the NPC Unanimous Agreements implicit in the membership
recruitment acceptance binding agreement (MRABA) signing process 
The right to make one’s own choice and decision and accept full responsibility for the results of
that decision 
The right to have a positive, safe and enriching recruitment and new member experience

PNM Bill of Rights
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Unexcused absences of virtual recruitment parties and events 
Disparaging chapters or fellow PNMs
Violating community development guidelines 
Attending fraternity events 
Being on sorority property 
Displaying acts of disrespect towards active members, Panhellenic Executive Council, and
Panhellenic Advisors 
Don’t record, photograph, or screenshot any element of recruitment party
Only PNMs are allowed on the Zoom link - no parents, roommates, or siblings
Keep video on (except for Round 1-Unity Day 1 and 2) - stay engaged with chapters
Chapters will remove disruptive PNMs from party by moving them to breakout room and
contact their recruitment counselor

PNM Code of Conduct
All Potential New Members are subject to removal from Fall

Primary Recruitment if in violation of the following:
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Find a quiet space to attend parties
Ensure you have stable Wifi- if this is an issue, please reach out to Panhellenic. 
Make sure to check in with your recruitment counselor prior to the beginning of each day 
Reach out to your Recruitment Counselors and Panhellenic Exec for advice! We are here
to support you through this process. 
Be engaged during Recruitment Parties
Actively listen during recruitment videos and presentations 
Take breaks after recruitment and log off! Zoom fatigue is a real thing!
Ask chapter members questions! It is important to find the chapter that shares the same
values as you!

Tips for a Successful
Virtual Recruitment
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What to Expect
These 2 days are the 1st round of recruitment. During this round, you will get the opportunity
to visit each of the participating 13 chapters.

From this round forward every Potential New Member will have an individualized ‘schedule’ of
chapters to which they will be invited. On these two days, you could be invited back to a
maximum of 10 chapters. PNM's are required to attend all parties on their schedule.

This is the final day of recruitment! On preference night, you could be invited to a maximum of 2
different Sororities. This night can be very emotional, so remember to take time for yourself or
reach out if you need guidance.

Unity Day

Sisterhood Day

On these two day, you could be invited back to a maximum of 6 chapters. Keep in mind that this
means often schedules will have less of 6 chapters! When a chapter extends an invitation, it
means they can see you as an integral part of their sisterhood, so keep an open mind!

Philanthropy Day

Preference Night
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Signing means that you are willing to accept a bid to either organization listed (those listed are
those you will have visited that day)

You don't have to rank all the chapters you attend, but we encourage you to maximize or list all
the options available to you, as it gives you a better chance of being matched to a group.
Once the agreement is submitted it is final & cannot be changed 

If you don't get a bid from a group that you list, or you choose to withdraw from the process, you
will be eligible to participate in continuous open bidding (COB), or informal recruitment.If you
receive a bid and choose to decline, you will not be eligible to join any Panhellenic organization for
a full calendar year.

MRABAWhat's that?
On the final night of recruitment, as you make your final selections, you will sign a

copy of the Membership Recruitment Acceptance Binding Agreement (MRABA). This
agreement outlines your rights in the process along with the conditions that apply.

To summarize, there are a few main points to highlight:
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No, the entire process will be virtual and no events will be in person. PNMs are not allowed to be on chapter property.

Will recruitment be in person?

Chapters are emulating the in person recruitment experience through videos, presentations, etc. You will still learn about
chapter’s sisterhood, philanthropy, mentorship programs, scholarships, and general information. In addition, you will be
meeting the same number of active members as you would in person.

How can I get to know a chapter over Zoom?

Virtual recruitment will be very similar to in person recruitment. Potential new members will still be going through four
rounds of recruitment. The process is two days longer than a normal recruitment cycle to account for Zoom fatigue.

What is the structure of virtual recruitment?

No, recruitment for Panhellenic will be virtual for the unforeseeable future. Our next formal recruitment cycle is not until
Fall 2021, and the status of whether or not it will be in person is to be determined.

Will there be an in-person recruitment to make up for Fall 2020 being virtual?

No, there will only be Continuous Open Bidding (COB) and no formal recruitment process. In a typical year, only about
half of our chapters participate in Spring COB. We highly encourage you to go through Fall Primary Recruitment in order
to meet all thirteen chapters.

Will there be a formal recruitment process in the Spring of 2021?

FAQ
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FAQ
There is no fee to participate in recruitment this year!

What is the application fee to go through recruitment?

No, all Panhellenic events will be virtual. All UC Berkeley clubs and organizations are required to be online this semester,
to be in accordance with university and city guidelines.

Will any Panhellenic events be held in-person this fall?

Sisterhood events, Philanthropy events, New member meetings and events, Panhellenic academic events, sister mixers,
Big/little events, Panhellenic work out sessions, and initiation. As a community, we are continuing to develop ways to
engage our members.

What types of events will be held this fall by PHC and chapters?

No, there is no disadvantage if you are not in the city of Berkeley, since all events will be virtual. We encourage you to
review the Greek community guidelines and University guidelines.

Will there be any on-campus requirements to be a member of Panhellenic this semester?

Most likely no, priority is given to active members. Due to COVID-19, capacity of chapter houses is at 50% or less.
Chapter homes are social distancing groups of Panhellenic womxn, and access to chapter houses will be extremely limited
this semester.

Will I be able to live in my sorority house this fall?
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Financial
Information
Being in a sorority does cost money. We've broken
down what those fees and expenses look like to
hopefully make it easier to understand. It is
important that when you visit chapters you are
asking about the financial responsibilities of
membership to help you in making informed
decisions.
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Financial Information

NEW MEMBER MEMBERSHIP FEES
During your first year of membership, the
dues and fees you pay include several
one-time fees and expenses. Your dues
support chapter activities such as social
events and meals at the house.

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Dues are the fees and expenses that all sorority
members are required to pay. PNM's are
encouraged to get a more comprehensive view of
specific chapter obligations by asking questions
when visiting chapters during the process.

ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP FEES
Active membership fees are the dues that every
sorority member is required to pay. Fees vary
between members that live in and live out of the
chapter house. These dues support facilities,
chapter meals, social events and more.
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Financial Information

HIGHS
First Year New Member Fees- $3,862
Live Out Fees- $3,690
Live In Fees- $14,648

LOWS
First Year New Member Fees- $2,670
Live Out Fees- $2,584
Live In Fees- $9,224

AVERAGES
First Year New Member Fees- $3,462.50
Live Out Fees- $3065
Live In Fees- $12,395

Summary
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First Year New Member Fees- $3,441
Live Out Member Fees- $2,663
Live In Member Fees- $11,089

ALPHA DELTA PI
First Year New Member Fees- $3,025.50
Live Out Member Fees- $2,833.50
Live In Member Fees- $12,133.50

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
First Year New Member Fees- $3,520
Live Out Member Fees- $3,165
Live In Member Fees- $10,095

ALPHA PHI
First Year New Member Fees- $3,235
Live Out Member Fees- $2,735
Live In Member Fees- $13,030

Chapter Specifics
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DELTA DELTA DELTA
First Year New Member Fees- $3,765
Live Out Member Fees- $3,230
Live In Member Fees- $12,880

CHI OMEGA
First Year New Member Fees- $3,284
Live Out Member Fees- $3,035
Live In Member Fees- $13,235

DELTA GAMMA

*Due to COVID-19, We are still in the process
of collecting the Fall 2o2o updated fees. We

encourage PNMs to have open conversations
about what they can financially anticipate this

upcoming semester.



KAPPA ALPHA THETA
First Year New Member Fees- $3,796
Live Out Member Fees- $3,044
Live In Member Fees- $9,224

DELTA SIGMA
First Year New Member Fees- $2,670
Live Out Member Fees- $2,770
Live In Member Fees- $13,304

PI BETA PHI
First Year New Member Fees- $3,690
Live Out Member Fees- $3,269
Live In Member Fees- $12,729

C
hap

ter S
p
ecifics
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
First Year New Member Fees- $3,646
Live Out Member Fees- $3,175
Live In Member Fees- $12,375

GAMMA PHI BETA
First Year New Member Fees- $3,750
Live Out Member Fees- $3,650
Live In Member Fees- $13,300

SIGMA KAPPA
First Year New Member Fees- $3,328
Live Out Member Fees- $2,584
Live In Member Fees- $13,084

ZETA TAU ALPHA
First Year New Member Fees- $3,862
Live Out Member Fees- $3,690
Live In Member Fees- $14,648



The New Member Scholarship is funded by any left over money from
recruitment, which varies each year, so it is difficult to know exactly how much
money will be allocated to this. Each chapter nominates 2 people who have
joined their chapter and would benefit financially from this scholarship.

We have a much larger budget allocated to the Panhellenic Scholarship. Also, given our Spring events were
cut short, we will have more money to allocate this year compared to years past. The application opens in
October, and entails a first round application and a second round interview. Multiple people are awarded
this scholarship with different amounts given to each recipient depending on their application/interview.
We aren’t entirely sure yet how many scholarships we will be giving or how much they will each be worth
because of the COVID situation, but this is a great opportunity and we highly encourage you to apply.

Scholarship Information
There are a variety of scholarship opportunities available

to help pay for dues.

The Panhellenic Scholarship

New Member
As for other opportunities, each

chapter offers their own
scholarships. They vary by chapter,

but if you go to our Panhellenic
website, you can find more

information on each of them.

https://www.calphc.com/academics
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Balancing GreekBalancing Greek
Life andLife and
CommitmentsCommitments

       It can be difficult at times to manage academic
responsibilities as well as other commitments and
activities you’d like to participate in. It is important to
always remember that you are a student first, and
your school work comes before other commitments
you have, including Panhellenic. Many people find
that by joining Greek life, managing other things in
their lives becomes a bit easier as they make
connections and are provided resources that can aid
in the college process/experience. Womxn in the
Panhellenic community understand that there are
many different opportunities at Cal to become
involved with and discover. The Panhellenic
community supports one another in their many
different pursuits as well as academically, making for
an encouraging environment.

Balancing Greek
Life and
Commitments
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How to Pronounce Greek

Letters and the Alphabet

How to Pronounce Greek

Letters and the Alphabet
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Nickname: A Chi O
Address: 2313 Warring Street
Symbol: Lyre
Colors: Carnation red and olive green 
Year Founded at Cal: Pi Chapter, 1909
Philanthropy: Ruby’s Place

Alpha Chi Omega
"Al-fuh Kai Oh-meg-uh"
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Nickname: ADPi
Address: 2400 Piedmont Avenue
Symbol: Diamond and Lion
Colors: Azure blue and white
Year Founded at Cal: Psi Chapter, 1913
Philanthropy: Ronald McDonald House

Alpha Delta Pi
"Al-fuh Del-tuh Pai"
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Nickname: APhi
Address: 2830 Bancroft Steps
Symbol: Ivy Leaf
Colors: Silver and bordeaux
Year Founded at Cal: Lambda
Chapter, 1901
Philanthropy: The Alpha Phi Foundation

Alpha Phi
"Al-fuh Fee"
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Nickname: Chi O
Address: 2421 Piedmont Avenue
Symbol: Owl, Skull and Crossbones
Colors: Cardinal and Straw
Year Founded at Cal: Mu Chapter,
1902 Philanthropy: Make a Wish

Chi Omega
"Kai Oh-meg-uh"
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Nickname: Tri Delta
Address: 2300 Warring Street
Symbol: Pearl, Pine, and Pansy
Colors:  Silver, Gold, and Cerulean Blue
Year Founded at Cal: Pi Chapter, 1900
Philanthropy: St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital

Delta Delta Delta
"Del-tuh Del-tuh Del-tuh"
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Nickname: DG
Address: 2710 Channing Way
Symbol: Anchor
Colors: Bronze, Pink, Blue
Year Founded at Cal: Gamma Chapter, 1907
Philanthropy: Service for Sight

Delta Gamma
"Del-tuh Gam-uh"
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Nickname: Delta Sig
Address: 2311 Prospect Street
Symbol:  Compass
Colors: Forest Green
Year Founded at Cal: Alpha Chapter, 2017
Philanthropy: Freedom House

Delta Sigma
"Del-tuh Sig-muh"
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Nickname: Gamma Phi, G Phi
Address:  2732 Channing Way
Symbols: Crescent, Pink Carnation
Colors:  Light and Dark Brown (Brown and
Mode), Primary: Blush and A-la-mode,
Secondary: Once in a Blue Moon, Pearl,
Brownstone, Carnation
Year Founded at Cal: Eta Chapter, 1894
Philanthropy: Building Strong Girls!

Gamma Phi Beta
"Gam-uh Fai Bay-tuh"
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Nickname: Theta
Address: 2723 Durant Avenue
Symbols: Kite, Pansy, Twin Stars
Colors: Black, Gold
Year Founded at Cal: Omega Chapter, 1890
Philanthropy: C.A.S.A. (Court Appointed
Special Advocates)

Kappa Alpha Theta
"Kap-uh Al-fuh Thay-tuh"
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Nickname: Kappa
Address: 2328 Piedmont Ave.Symbols: Owl,
Key, Fleur de Lis
Colors: Dark Blue, Light Blue
Year Founded at Cal: Pi Deuteron Chapter,
1880
Philanthropy: Jog for Jill, Reading is
Fundamental, and Girls Academy

Kappa Kappa Gamma
"Kap-uh Kap-uh Gam-uh"
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Nickname: Pi Phi
Address: 2325 Piedmont Ave. Symbol: Arrow
Colors:  Wine, Silver Blue
Year Founded at Cal: Beta Chapter, 1900
Philanthropy: Read>Lead>Achieve

Pi Beta Phi
"Pie Bay-tuh Fie"
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Nickname: SK
Address: 2409 Warring Street
Symbols: Dove, Heart
Colors: Maroon, Lavender
Year Founded at Cal: Lambda Chapter, 1910
Philanthropy:  Alzheimer's Association

Sigma Kappa
"Sig-muh Kap-uh"
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Nickname:  Zeta
Address: 2401 Piedmont Avenue
Symbol: Five-pointed crown, Strawberry,
White violet
Colors: Turquoise Blue, Steel Grey
Year Founded at Cal: Upsilon Chapter, 1915
Philanthropy: Breast cancer education and
awareness

Zeta Tau Alpha
"Zay-tuh T-ow Al-fuh"
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Life Beyond PanhellenicLife Beyond PanhellenicLife Beyond Panhellenic
Panhellenic sororities belong to 1 of the 4 councils that make up the larger

CalGreeks community. Below we've included information about the other 3 councils
that offer membership opportunities to interested students.

The Multi-Cultural Greek Council (MCGC) is comprised of
cultural and identity based organizations who promote and
uplift common heritages and/or shared identities to
historically marginalized communities. Currently there are
15 chapters that are a part of this council, with a mix of both
sororities and fraternities.

The National Pan-Hellenic Council (NPHC) is the umbrella
organization for the 9 historically African American fraternities
and sororities. This council works together to promote unity,
share ideas, and discuss common goals to advance their
members and community. Here at Cal, there are currently 5
NPHC chapters - Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity, Inc., Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc., and Sigma Gamma Rho, Sorority Inc. Inter-Fraternity Council

The Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) community is comprised of
30+ fraternities. The council is made up of 11 elected
fraternity members, who work to advocated and improve
the fraternal experience.

Multicultural Greek Council National Pan-Hellenic Council

Learn more at:
https://lead.berkeley.edu/find-a-chapter/
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Contact 
Information

Contact 
Information

Contact 
Information

Contact 
Information

To learn more about our community and
chapters, check out our website

(calphc.com), follow us on Instagram
@calphc and watch our Infosessions

posted on Youtube!

Lauren Kapp

Panhellenic Vice President of Membership

Email: phc.membership@calgreek.com

Number: (858) 472-1910

Tamara Pantić

Panhellenic Head Recruitment Counselor

Email: phc.hrc@calgreek.com

Number: (408) 821-4257 39


